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Abstract

Background: Opioid‐primed relapse is a global burden. Although current strategies

have improved, optimal therapy is urgently needed.

Methods: A recombinant adenovirus (Ad‐NEP) expressing β‐endorphin (β‐EP) was

designed and injected intracerebroventricularly (icv) into the right lateral ventricle in

rats. Spatial and temporal β‐EP expression in the lateral ventricle wall, subventricular

zone and adjacent choroid plexus and the β‐EP concentration in the cerebrospinal

fluid (CSF) were observed during a 21‐day period. A morphine priming‐induced
conditioned place preference (CPP) rat model was established. The β‐EP‐ir neuron

counts, CSF β‐EP concentration, and CPP score, which were used to evaluate

morphine‐primed reinstatement following extinction, were recorded 7 days after the

icv injection. Additionally, the rats were pretreated with the irreversible μ opioid

receptor antagonist β‐funaltrexamine (β‐FNA) and the selective κ opioid receptor

antagonist nor‐binaltorphimine (nor‐BNI) to identify the receptor‐dependent me-

chanism.

Results: Both peak β‐EP expression in target neurons and the peak CSF β‐EP
concentration occurred 7 to 8 days after Ad‐NEP icv injection. The sustainable

increase in the CSF β‐EP concentration was correlated with a decrease in the CPP

score 7 days after the Ad‐NEP icv injection. Furthermore, reinstatement was almost

reversed by β‐FNA pretreatment 24 hours before the behavioral test, but nor‐BNI

had little effect.

Conclusion: The increasing cerebrospinal fluid β‐endorphin concentrations showed

that the therapeutic effect on opioid relapse occurred predominantly through a μ

opioid receptor‐dependent mechanism. The Ad‐NEP adenovirus can be considered an

alternative therapy for opioid relapse.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Ordinarily, typical opioid addiction and new psychoactive substance

abuse lead to a chronic and relapsing disease that is characterized by

a strong desire for opioid usage, increased tolerance, and withdrawal

syndrome. The latest global report 1,2 showed that opioid and new

psychoactive substance dependence was one of the most common

types of illicit drug dependence, affecting more than 30 million adults

aged 15 to 64 years globally. Opioid dependence is directly

associated with an increase in major public health issues, including

infectious diseases, lack of social duty, economic functioning, and

drug‐related crimes.2-4 Continual relapse due to physical and

psychological dependence 5,6 is the primary cause of detoxification

failure. Thus, exploring optimal therapies for opioid relapse is a

worldwide challenge.7,8 Although current strategies to prevent opioid

relapse have improved through multidisciplinary endeavors, the

relapse rate after opioid detoxification is still high and ranges from

72% to 88% after 12 to 36 months, as indicated by an epidemiolo-

gical investigation.9

Prolonged neuroendocrine system dysfunctions in opioid addicts

play a role in protracted withdrawal symptoms and contribute to

relapse vulnerability. Evidence from both clinical trials and animal

studies has revealed that endorphins (EPs), including β‐EP and its

endogenous receptor, undergo a fundamental change in vivo during

the opioid addiction process.10,11 A previous observational study

investigated the decrease in β‐EP in opioid addiction models,

especially in the blood, spinal cord, and brain nuclei.12,13 Our

previous work and that of others confirmed that upregulation of

exogenous β‐EP could attenuate withdrawal syndrome in opioid‐
dependent rats.14-17 Moreover, studies have shown that glycyl‐
glutamine, DTgammaE, and DEgammaE, which are the active peptide

and fragments derived from β‐EP, respectively, present favorable

effects on attenuation of opioid withdrawal symptoms.11,18 This

evidence strongly indicates that β‐EP plays an important role in

preventing opioid addiction. However, inducing a sustained and

increased β‐EP level in vivo takes effort since the routes capable of

increasing β‐EP require an exogenous injection. Inspiringly, our

previous study successfully constructed an adenovirus vector

(Ad‐NEP) that expressed exogenous β‐EP, and the preliminary

observational study showed a sustainable increase in β‐EP in the

cerebrospinal fluid (CSF),17 which might provide an innovative

treatment method for physical dependence.19

Drug primed‐induced reinstatement in conditioned place pre-

ference (CPP) is the rapid reacquisition of an extinct behavior caused

by the presentation of an unconditioned stimulus in response to

certain drugs. The CPP is widely used to test the ability of certain

drugs to inhibit different types of reinstatement behavior and to

study relapse of drug‐seeking behavior and its intensity for

estimation of psychological dependence.20,21 To determine the

feasibility of gene therapy with Ad‐NEP for the prevention of

psychological dependence after physical dependence, the current

study observed temporary β‐EP expression in the lateral ventricle

wall, subventricular zone and adjacent choroid plexus and the CSF

β‐EP concentration during a 21‐day period after intracerebroven-

tricular (icv) injection of a recombinant adenovirus (Ad‐NEP)

expressing β‐EP. Thereafter, we demonstrated the therapeutic effect

of Ad‐NEP for preventing relapses in a morphine priming‐induced
CPP rat model. Finally, the potential receptor‐dependent mechanism

was identified by pretreating the rats with the irreversible μ opioid

receptor antagonist β‐funaltrexamine (β‐FNA) and selective κ opioid

receptor antagonist nor‐binaltorphimine (nor‐BNI) 24 hours before

the behavioral test. Taken together, our results demonstrate a

previously undefined role for increasing β‐EP with gene therapy and

preventing morphine‐primed relapse behavior predominantly in a μ

opioid receptor‐dependent manner.

2 | MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 | Animals

Male Sprague‐Dawley rats (Shanghai Experimental Animal Center,

China) weighing 250 to 300 g were housed in groups of four in

polypropylene cages with a 12 hours light/dark cycle and water and

food provided ad libitum. The room and cage conditions were

monitored twice daily. Before the experiment, the rats were allowed

to adapt to the environment and were acclimated to handling for

3 days. Monitoring for health problems was performed three times

per day. All animal experiments were conducted according to the

National Institutes of Health Guide for the Care and Use of

Laboratory Animals. The protocols were approved by the Shanghai

Animal Care and Use Committee.

2.2 | Propagation and purification of adenoviral
vectors

As described previously,17 the adenoviral vectors were propagated in

HEK293 cells and purified by double cesium chloride gradient

centrifugation. An empty E1/E3 deletion type 5 adenovirus (Ad‐Null)

stored in our lab was used as the control. The final titers of Ad‐NEP

and Ad‐Null were determined as plaque‐forming units (PFUs) and

adjusted to 5 × 1010 PFUs.

2.3 | CPP model

Apparatus: The CPP was performed in an apparatus (JL Behv‐CPPG,
Shanghai Jiliang Software Technology Co Ltd, Shanghai, China)

consisting of two compartments with equal sizes (30 cm × 30 cm ×

40 cm) connected by a cuboid corridor (7 cm × 7 cm × 10 cm) with a

7 cm × 7 cm sluice gate in the center. The two compartments were

different colors (black or white) inside and had two types of floor

textures (mesh or grid). The time spent on each side and the numbers

of shuttling events between the compartments during these periods

were recorded by video and analyzed with the DigBehv‐CPP Video

Analysis System (Shanghai Jiliang Software Technology Co Ltd). The

time spent in the drug‐paired compartment was recorded as the CPP

score.
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CPP procedure schedule and phases: The whole CPP procedure

schedule lasted 30 days, including four CPP tests for gained CPP

scores in four successive phases (preconditioning, acquisition,

extinction, and reinstatement). Then, four CPP scores were gained

during the four successive phases.

Preconditioning phase: This procedure was similar to a previously

described procedure.22,23 Before morphine administration for condi-

tional training, the rats were placed into compartments and allowed to

move freely for at least 30minutes for habituation before the

experiment. Then, their baseline preferences for the white or black

compartment were determined over a 15‐minute period. Rats that

presented initial bias behavior by spending ≥70% of the total test time

in each compartment were removed from the subsequent experiment.

Conditioning phase: The conditioning phase closely followed the

preconditioning phase and lasted 8 days. In this phase, the rats were

treated daily for 8 days with a consecutive schedule with four alternate

cycles of subcutaneous morphine injection (10mg/kg) in the white

compartment (drug‐paired compartment) and normal saline injection

(same volume as morphine, as a placebo) in the black compartment. Rats

receiving morphine were confined in the white compartment and those

receiving saline were confined in the black compartment for 45minutes

after the injection. After the conditioning phase, tests were performed to

obtain the acquisition scores. The rats were allowed to access both

compartments freely for 15minutes, and the time the rats lingered in the

white compartment was recorded as the acquisition score.

Extinction phase: The extinction phase was different due to

individual variation. During the phase, all rats received a normal

saline injection without reinforcement by morphine in both compart-

ments and training for 45minutes with the center door closed. After

daily training, the rats were allowed to access both compartments

freely for 15minutes, and the time in the white compartment was

recorded as the extinction score. If the extinction scores returned to

baseline for three consecutive days, we considered the CPP behavior

successfully extinct. The 3‐day average score was used as the

extinction scores for the individuals who received brain stereotaxic

surgery for icv injection the next day.

Reinstatement phase: The time following the extinction phase

was the reinstatement phase. After stereotaxic surgery for icv

injection, morphine (inefficient dose, 2 mg/kg) was administered for

priming‐induced reinstatement CPP. After priming‐inducing, the rats

were placed in the apparatus with the central gate open for

15minutes, and the time spent in the white compartment was

recorded as the reinstatement score.

2.4 | Groups and intervention

Experiment 1: To observe spatial and temporal β‐EP expression in

target neurons and the β‐EP concentration in the CSF during a

21‐day period after Ad‐NEP icv injection. All eligible rats were

divided randomly into the following three groups: Sham group

(n = 39, icv normal saline (NS) with stereotaxic surgery); Ad‐Null

group (n = 39, icv Ad‐Null); and Ad‐NEP group (n = 39, icv Ad‐NEP).

CSF was collected from three rats per group at each given time point

guided by ultrasound for detection of the β‐EP concentration. Then,

the rats were killed to measure temporary β‐EP expression in the

target neurons before and on days 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 14, and

21 after Ad‐NEP icv injection by immunohistochemical staining.

Experiment 2: To observe the therapeutic effect of Ad‐NEP on

prevention of morphine‐primed relapse in CPP rats. All eligible rats

were divided randomly into the following four groups: Sham group

(n = 8, no administration and received only stereotaxic surgery), NS

group (n = 8, morphine + NS), Ad‐Null group (n = 8, morphine + Ad‐
Null), and Ad‐NEP group (n = 8, morphine + Ad‐NEP).

The Sham group was not administered morphine or NS and received

only stereotaxic surgery but underwent the complete CPP procedure.

The other three groups received morphine administration (10mg/kg,

once a day, tertian) during the conditioning phase and then were placed

into the drug‐paired white compartment for 45minutes according to

the schedule. The Ad‐Null and Ad‐NEP groups were administered Ad‐
Null and Ad‐NEP (5 × 1010 PFU; 10 μL, for at least 10minutes),

respectively, through icv injection after CPP extinction was obtained,

and the NS group was administered normal saline with the same

volume. During the reinstatement phase, all groups (except the Sham

group) received a subcutaneous morphine injection (inefficient dose,

2mg/kg) to ignite priming‐induced reinstatement CPP.

Experiment 3: To explore the potential receptor‐dependent
mechanism. All eligible rats were divided randomly into the

following six groups: Ad‐Null group (n = 8, NS + morphine + Ad‐
Null), Ad‐NEP group (n = 8, NS + morphine + Ad‐NEP), β‐FNA + Ad‐
Null group (n = 8, β‐FNA +morphine + Ad‐Null), β‐FNA + Ad‐NEP

group (n = 8, β‐FNA + morphine + Ad‐NEP), nor‐BNI + Ad‐Null

group (n = 8, nor‐BNI A + morphine + Ad‐Null), and nor‐BNI + Ad‐
NEP group (n = 8, nor‐BNI + morphine + Ad‐NEP).

The CPP rat model was established following the protocol

described in Experiment 2. The rats were pretreated with β‐FNA

and nor‐BNI by icv injection 24 hours before the reinstatement

behavioral test in the related groups.

2.5 | The icv injections

All groups underwent stereotaxic surgery after the extinction phase.

After anesthetization with pentobarbital (50mg/kg, ip, Sigma, St. Louis,

MO), the rats were fixed in a stereotaxic frame (Model 51600; Stoelting

Co., Wood Dale, IL). As shown in Figure 2, a stainless steel injection

cannula (28G) was inserted into the right lateral ventricle (coordinates,

1.5mm lateral to the midline, − 0.8mm posterior to the bregma, and

−4.6mm ventral to the skull surface).24 Then, a single icv dose of

adenovirus or normal saline was administered (volume, 10 μL; rate,

0.5 μL/minute) using a microinfusion pump (Bioanalytical Systems, Inc.,

West Lafayette, IN) and a 10‐μL microsyringe (Hamilton, Bonaduz,

Switzerland). The cannula was left in place for 5minutes after the

injection was finished and pulled out intermittently. A new cannula filled

with saline implants was secured and affixed with TitanBond and dental

cement thereafter. The rats were given postoperative care for 7 days.

β‐FNA (CAS 72786‐10‐8; Santa Cruz, CA), which is a κ opioid receptor

agonist and an irreversible μ opioid receptor antagonist (10mg/kg
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diluted in 5 μL of sterile saline) was icv injected via cannula 24 hours

before the behavioral test under isoflurane anesthesia in the

β‐FNA+Ad‐Null and β‐FNA+Ad‐NEP groups.25,26 Additionally, nor‐
BNI (CAS 105618‐26‐6; Abcam, Cambridge, UK), which is a selective κ

opioid receptor antagonist (5mg/kg diluted in 5 μL of sterile saline) was

icv injected via cannula 24 hours before the behavioral test under

isoflurane anesthesia in the nor‐BNI +Ad‐Null and nor‐BNI +Ad‐NEP
groups.27,28 At the end of the experiments, the rats were administered

an icv injection of 5% Evans Blue (5 μL) and then killed by cervical

dislocation for confirmation of the cannula location. The behavioral

result from that particular animal was excluded if the cannula was

incorrectly positioned.

F IGURE 1 Spatial and temporal β‐EP expression in the targeted neurons and the CSF β‐EP concentration after Ad‐NEP icv injection.
(A) Cartoon of icv injection. (B) Cartoon of the Ad‐NEP structure. (C) β‐EP‐ir neurons in the lateral ventricle wall, subventricular zone and
adjacent choroid plexus in the Ad‐NEP (C1), Ad‐Null (C2), and Sham (C3) groups on day 7 after icv injection. (D) Statistical analysis of the

number of β‐EP‐ir neurons for 21 consecutive days after the icv injection. (E) Statistical analysis of the CSF β‐EP concentration for 21
consecutive days after the icv injection. ***Compared with the Sham group, P < 0.001. Ad‐NEP, adenovirus vector; β‐EP, β‐endorphin; CSF,
cerebrospinal fluid; icv, intracerebroventricular

F IGURE 2 The peak of β‐EP expression in targeted neurons and the CSF β‐EP concentration after Ad‐NEP icv injection in morphine‐primed
relapse rats. (A) β‐EP‐ir neurons in the lateral ventricle wall, subventricular zone and adjacent choroid plexus in the Sham (A1), NS (A2), Ad‐Null

(A3), and Ad‐NEP (A4) groups on day 7 after icv injection. (B) Statistical analysis of the number of β‐EP‐ir neurons on day 7 after icv injection in
all groups. (C) Statistical analysis of the β‐EP concentration in the CSF on day 7 after icv injection in all groups. ***Compared with the Sham
group; P < 0.001. Ad‐NEP, adenovirus vector; β‐EP, β‐endorphin; CSF, cerebrospinal fluid; icv, intracerebroventricular
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2.6 | Immunohistochemistry (IHC)

Paraffin‐embedded rat brain tissue was cut into 4‐μm‐thick
sections. IHC was performed according to the protocol provided

by the manufacturer. Briefly, the sections were dewaxed in xylene

and rehydrated using a gradient ethanol solution. The endogenous

peroxidase activity was blocked with 3% H2O2 for 20 minutes.

Then, antigens were recovered with Na‐Citrate buffer (10 mM; pH

6.5) for 15 minutes in the microwave. After incubation with 10%

fetal bovine serum for 30 minutes, the primary rabbit antiendor-

phin antibody (1:500 dilution; Phoenix Pharmaceuticals, Belmont,

CA) was added to the slides and incubated overnight at 4°C,

followed by a biotinylated secondary antibody (Maxin Biotechnol-

ogy Inc, Fujian, China). The immunoreaction was visualized with

the chromogen diaminobenzidine (Maxin Biotechnology Inc).

Before the IHC results were quantitatively analyzed, the slides

were scanned using the ScanScope system (Aperio, Vista, CA).

Thereafter, the numbers of β‐EP‐ir neurons in the IHC photo-

graphs were counted from 3 to 4 sections. Only neurons with

crossing nuclei were selected for counting using the free NIH

software “ImageJ” (2x V2.1.).

2.7 | β‐EP concentration in the CSF

Ultrasound‐guided CSF collection was performed on day 7 after icv

injection as described previously.29 The samples were assayed using

an RIA kit (RK‐022‐33; Phoenix Pharmaceuticals, Inc, Phoenix, AZ)

according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Briefly, the antiserum

(rabbit anti‐β‐EP) was added to the assay tubes and incubated with

CSF or standard samples for 24 hours at 4°C. The 125I‐peptide (10

000 cpm/100 μL) and radioimmunoassay (RIA) buffer were mixed

well to make the tracer solution, which was added to each tube

(100 μL). All tubes were incubated for 24 hours at 4°C. Goat anti‐
rabbit IgG and normal goat sera were added successively. All tubes

were incubated at room temperature for 90minutes. Finally, RIA

buffer (500 μL) was added, and each tube was centrifuged

(3000 rpm × 20minutes at 4°C). The supernatants were aspirated.

A γ‐counter (SN‐695, Shanghai Hesuo Rihuan Photoelectric Instru-

ment Co, Ltd, Shanghai, China) was applied to count the cpm of the

pellets containing the radioligand fraction.

2.8 | Statistical analysis

The data are presented as the mean ± standard error of the mean

(SEM). The data were processed using the commercially available

software GraphPad Prism version 8.0 for Windows (Graph Pad

Software, San Diego, CA; www.graphpad.com). An independent

sample/paired t test or repeated measures/block randomized one‐
way analysis of variance (ANOVA) followed by post hoc analysis

(Dunnett’s or Newman‐Keuls’ test) was used to compare the CPP

scores obtained from two or more control and experimental groups.

P values less than 0.05 (P < 0.05) were considered statistically

significant differences.

3 | RESULTS

3.1 | The icv injection of AD‐NEP induced
sustained β‐EP expression and increased β‐EP in the
rat CSF

To examine spatial and temporal β‐EP expression in target neurons

and the β‐EP concentration in the CSF, a 21‐day observational study

was conducted after Ad‐NEP icv injection. The lateral ventricle wall,

subventricular zone and adjacent choroid plexus were the observed

target domains (Figure 1A).17 In the Ad‐NEP group, β‐EP‐ir neurons
(brown) were obviously observed in the target domains (indicated by

red arrows), especially on day 7 after icv injection, whereas very little

β‐EP was detected in the other groups (Figure 1C). These results

illustrated that Ad‐NEP was transfected into epithelial cells and

expressed β‐EP successfully in the Ad‐NEP group but not in the other

three groups. Concurrently, when β‐EP expression in the target

neurons reached its peak, the CSF β‐EP concentration in the Ad‐NEP

group was significantly higher than that in the other three groups on

day 7 after the icv, Ad‐NEP injection (P < 0.01, one‐way ANOVA)

(Figure 1D and 1E).

3.2 | Therapeutic effect of increasing CSF β‐EP in
morphine priming‐induced CPP rats

To demonstrate the therapeutic effect of increasing β‐EP in the

CSF for the prevention of relapses in morphine priming‐induced
CPP rats, we focused on the peak β‐EP expression on day 7 after

the icv Ad‐NEP injection. Both the IHC and RIA results showed

significantly higher β‐EP‐ir‐expressing neurons in the lateral

ventricle wall, subventricular zone and adjacent choroid

plexus as well as an increased β‐EP concentration in the CSF in

the Ad‐NEP group than in the Sham, NS, and Ad‐Null groups

(Figure 2A, 2B, and 2C; P < 0.01).

Morphine prime‐induced reinstatement behavior was con-

firmed by the CPP test on day 7 after the icv Ad‐NEP injection.

During postoperative care, one rat in the Ad‐Null group died from

an intracranial infection. The protocol used for the morphine‐
primed relapse in the rats is presented in Figure 3A. The CPP

procedure is presented in Figure 3B and 3C. No significant

differences were observed in the CPP scores in all groups during

the preconditioning phase (Figure 3D1; P > 0.05), indicating that

rats with natural CPP were used in this study. During the

conditioning phase, the CPP scores were significantly higher in

the NS, Ad‐Null, and Ad‐NEP groups than in the Sham group

(Figure 3D2; P < 0.05), indicating that the morphine addiction rat

model was successfully constructed. However, during the extinc-

tion phase, the CPP scores in all groups returned to baseline

(Figure 3D3; P > 0.05). Furthermore, an inefficient dose of

morphine could induce seeking behavior indicated by significantly

increased CPP scores in both the NS and Ad‐Null groups compared

to those of the Ad‐NEP group (Figure 3D4; P < 0.05). Furthermore,

no significant differences were observed in the total distance and
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shuttle times among the groups, indicating similar locomotion

ability (Figure 3E1 and 3E2; P > 0.05).

3.3 | Increasing β‐EP in the CSF alleviates
morphine‐primed relapse behavior through the μ
opioid receptor

To identify the specific receptor‐dependent mechanism, we applied

β‐FNA, which is a κ opioid receptor agonist and an irreversible μ opioid

receptor antagonist, and nor‐BNI, which is a selective κ opioid receptor

antagonist. The morphine‐primed relapse protocol in the rats is presented

in Figure 4A. The CPP procedure and the β‐FNA and nor‐BNI
pretreatment protocols are presented in Figure 4B and 4C. Our results

showed a significant reversal in the CPP scores in the β‐FNA+Ad‐NEP
group compared with those of the Ad‐NEP group (Figure 4D4; P<0.05)

in the successful morphine addiction rat model (Figure 4D1‐3) with

similar locomotion ability (Figure 4E1 and 4E2; P>0.05). However, little

reversal of the effect was observed in the nor‐BNI pretreated rats

F IGURE 3 Effect of an increased CSF β‐EP concentration in the morphine‐primed relapse rats. (A) The protocol for morphine‐primed relapse
in the rats. (B) The time schedule of the CPP behavioral test in each group. (C) Cartoon of the CPP behavioral test. (D) Statistical analysis of the

CPP scores during the preconditioning phase (C1), conditioning phase (C2), the extinction phase (C3), and reinstatement phase (C4).
E: Statistical analysis of the locomotion ability indicated by the number of shuttle times (E1) and the total distance (E2). S, saline; M, morphine
10mg/kg; m, morphine 2mg/kg; Priming: morphine priming‐induced reinstatement; Ad‐Null *empty type 5 adenovirus with E1/E3 deletion;

Ad‐NEP *adenoviral vector expressing β‐EP. *Compared with the Sham group, P < 0.05; **Compared with the Sham group, P < 0.01;
##Compared with the Ad‐NEP group, P < 0.01. Ad‐NEP, adenovirus vector; β‐EP, β‐endorphin; CPP, conditioned place preference; icv,
intracerebroventricular
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(Figure 4D4; P<0.05). Taken together, our results demonstrated the

therapeutic effect of increasing β‐EP in the CSF with gene therapy for the

prevention of morphine‐primed relapse behavior, which occurred

predominantly through a μ opioid receptor‐dependent mechanism.

4 | DISCUSSION

In the current study, the recombinant virus Ad‐NEP was

introduced into the central nervous system via stereotaxic

surgery, resulting in a sustainable increase in β‐EP in the CSF by

transfecting epithelial cells of the lateral ventricles. Concurrent

with the increase in β‐EP in the CSF, morphine priming‐induced
reinstatement behavior was obviously attenuated. Furthermore,

the rescue behavior was reversed by icv injection of the

irreversible μ opioid receptor antagonist β‐FNA but not the κ

opioid antagonist nor‐BNI 24 hours before the behavioral test.

This evidence indicates that an increasing CSF β‐EP concentration

plays a role in alleviating morphine relapse in a μ opioid receptor‐
dependent manner, suggesting that the recombinant virus can be

F IGURE 4 The role of μ and κ opioid receptors in the therapeutic effect of Ad‐NEP icv injection in morphine‐primed relapsed rats. (A) The

protocol for morphine‐primed relapse in the rats. (B) The time schedule of the CPP behavioral test in each group. (C) Cartoon of the CPP
behavioral test. (D) Statistical analysis of the CPP scores during the preconditioning phase (C1), conditioning phase (C2), the extinction phase
(C3), and reinstatement phase (C4). (E) Statistical analysis of the locomotion ability indicated by the number of shuttle times (E1) and the total

distance (E2). S, saline; M, morphine 10mg/kg; m, morphine 2mg/kg; Priming, morphine priming‐induced reinstatement; Ad‐Null *empty type 5
adenovirus with E1/E3 deletion; Ad‐NEP *adenoviral vector expressing β‐EP; β‐FNA #β‐FNA pretreatment via the icv route 24 hours before the
CPP test 4; nor‐BNI &nor‐BNI pretreatment via the icv route 24 hours before the CPP test 4.*Compared with the Sham group, P < 0.05;

**Compared with the Ad‐NEP group, P < 0.01; ***Compared with the Ad‐NEP group, P < 0.001; #Compared with the nor‐BNI + Ad‐NEP group,
P < 0.01; ##Compared with the nor‐BNI + Ad‐NEP group, P < 0.01; ###Compared with the nor‐BNI + Ad‐NEP group, P < 0.001. Ad‐NEP,
adenovirus vector; β‐EP, β‐endorphin; β‐FNA, β‐funaltrexamine; CPP, conditioned place preference; icv, intracerebroventricular; nor‐BNI,
nor‐binaltorphimine
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considered as an alternative approach for preventing opioid

relapse.

Relapse treatment is still a source of controversy because it is

regarded as treatment failure for drug addiction that causes an

increasing public health burden. Many researchers have focused on

finding novel methods to reduce drug relapse through multidisci-

plinary endeavors, such as pharmacotherapy, cognitive behavioral

techniques, and contingency management.30 Previous studies have

reported that pharmacotherapy, such as pioglitazone and levote-

trahydropalmatine, can successfully reduce reinstatement of opioid‐
seeking and opioid‐induced behavior. However, other studies have

shown inadequate efficacy of current opioid dependence treatments,

mostly due to failure in the prevention and/or treatment of

relapse.31-33 Our study here and results reported elsewhere

demonstrated a new genetic method based on β‐EP expression by

the recombinant adenovirus Ad‐NEP, which alleviated morphine

addiction and relapse behavioral symptoms during both acute

morphine addiction 17 and in the morphine‐primed reinstatement

rat model. This approach represents a potentially efficacious method

for both detoxification and prevention of opioid addiction relapse.

Previous studies have shown that some special neurons that

sequentially project from the ventral tegmental area into the nucleus

accumbens and then into the mesolimbic reward system (consisting

mainly of the prefrontal cortex, anterior cingulate cortex, hippocam-

pus, and amygdala) 34,35 play crucial roles in opioid addiction and

relapse.36 Activation of µ opioid receptors, which are distributed

broadly in these neurons, is critical for opioid reinforcement, and

activation of opioid receptors by opioid priming is a trigger of relapse.

Moreover, some studies have confirmed that the pathophysiology of

opioid addiction can be altered by up‐ or downregulation of

endogenous opioids. The Sarah team demonstrated a strong negative

correlation between plasma β‐EP and reinstatement.37 Our results

further showed specific β‐EP‐positive cells located in the lateral

ventricle wall and paraplexus. Similar results from our previous work

showed that ependymal cells transfected with the recombinant

adenovirus Ad‐NEP lined the lateral ventricle after icv injection.38

Thereafter, the transfected cells would sustainably secrete β‐EP into

the CSF and activate μ opioid receptors.

To identify the specific receptor‐dependent mechanism, the rats

were pretreated with the κ opioid receptor agonist and irreversible μ

opioid receptor antagonist β‐FNA and the selective κ opioid receptor

antagonist nor‐BNI. A previous study focused on the pharmacological

characteristics of β‐FNA showed that the κ opioid agonist property

was maintained for approximate 4 to 6 hours after icv β‐FNA

injection, whereas the irreversible μ opioid receptor antagonism

property lasted for more than 24 to 72 hours.39 Therefore, the

morphine‐primed relapse behavior was examined 24 hours after the

β‐FNA icv injection to exclude the possible influence of the κ opioid

agonist. Additionally, the selective κ opioid receptor antagonist nor‐
BNI was applied to evaluate the possible role of the κ opioid receptor

in morphine‐primed relapse behavior. Since our previous study

showed that nor‐BNI was a slow‐onset, long‐lasting, selective κ

antagonist in vivo, we pretreated the rats with nor‐BNI 24 hours

before the behavioral test to reach the plateau of κ antagonism.27,28

Significantly increased CPP scores were observed in the β‐FNA

pretreated rats. Conversely, a limited reversed effect was observed

in the nor‐BNI pretreated rats. Robust evidence from our data and

other studies 16 showed that μ, but not κ, opioid receptors played a

key role in the alleviation of the effect of β‐EP on morphine‐primed

reinstatement. Additionally, we analyzed the potential influence on

impaired locomotion ability indicated by the number of shuttle times

and total distance in the CPP test. Our results showed a slight but

nonsignificant decrease in locomotion in the Ad‐NEP group, which

might contribute to the sedative characteristic of μ opioid receptor

activation.

The biological characteristic of β‐EP in specific brain regions, such

as the lateral cerebral ventricle and nucleus arcuatus hypothalamus,

has been confirmed to be involved in the addiction process.17 Wu

et al40 found that reversal of acute morphine withdrawal syndrome

behaviors contributed to a sustainable increase in endomorphin‐2 in

the CSF by intrathecal injection of an adenovirus engineered to

express the endomorphin‐2 gene. These results supported the

hypothesis that opioid addiction and relapse could be improved by

external secretion of the endogenous opioid peptide in targeted brain

regions via CSF circulation. However, great efforts should still be

undertaken to identify the specific brain regions and/or nuclei

involved in this process.

The CPP induced by morphine as a conditioned stimulus is a

stable and reliable behavior model for studies of drug‐seeking
behavior and psychological dependence in rats.41 In the CPP model

procedure, euphoria and rewarding effects that occur via a

conditioned stimulus stir up psychological dependence. Due solely

to this psychological dependence, reinstatement of CPP, which

represents drug‐seeking behavior, arises in response to a priming‐
induced, conditioned stimulus, context, relative cues or a stressor

following natural extinction.42 In the current study, the time during

which the rats lingered in the drug‐paired compartment was

considered the CPP score and was used as an indicator to evaluate

the intensity of drug‐seeking behavior and relapse.43 The decrease in

the CPP score induced by Ad‐NEP represented the alleviation of

reinstatement, which indicated that this peptide might have a

therapeutic effect on psychological dependence.

The recombinant adenovirus Ad‐NEP applied in our study was a

defective‐duplicated virus that possessed significant immunogenicity

and a strong infection capability in mammalian cells. The immuno-

genicity of adenovirus can activate the innate immune system and

ultimately clear the adenovirus. The infection characteristic for the

nervous system makes adenovirus a useful gene therapy tool for

neurological disorders.44 Many studies have revealed that adenovirus

can be maintained in the nervous system for a certain period before

activation of T lymphocytes.45 During this period, β‐EP in the CSF

should reach its peak concentration and then decline gradually along

with the elimination of the adenovirus according to our previous

publication.17 Based on the strategy of substitutional and decre-

mental methadone treatment,46 this gradual decline in the β‐EP
concentration could be considered an advantage of gene therapy for
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relapse using an adenovirus. In this case, this delivery method for

β‐EP could be a potential solution to manage opioid relapse. Other

vehicles, such as a lentiviral system, need to be considered as a

delivery tool for the nervous system due to their natural neurotrop-

ism. For future clinical practice, an inducible gene regulation system,

such as a tetracycline regulating system, is required for precise

regulation of the levels and timing of target gene expression,

including β‐EP. A nanoparticle‐modified adenovirus system with

better permeation will become our research focus in the future.

In summary, this study confirmed that β‐EP expressed by the

recombinant adenovirus Ad‐NEP could alleviate reinstatement CPP

after icv administration in rats in a μ opioid receptor‐dependent
manner. An adenovirus carrying the β‐EP transgene may be used as a

favorable solution to prevent opioid relapse.
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